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We systematically studied the storage time of 87Rb atoms in an optical dipole trap (ODT) formed by a multimode
fiber laser. Storage time is an important parameter in cold atom experiments. If atoms are prepared in the hyper-
fine state jF � 2i, hyperfine-state-changing collisions can transfer these atoms from jF � 2i to jF � 1i, whereby
the released kinetic energy leads to considerable trap loss. In most ODT experiments, atoms are prepared in the
hyperfine state jF � 1i. However, two-photon Raman transitions induced by high-power multimode fiber lasers
can optically pump these atoms from jF � 1i to jF � 2i, and the following hyperfine-state-changing collision
results in the trap loss. In this work, our experimental data indicate that both the two-photon Raman transition
and the hyperfine-state-changing collision can be inhibited if the atoms are prepared in the single Zeeman sub-
level of jF � 2;m � 2i (or jF � 2;m � −2i) and an auxiliary magnetic field is applied. © 2015 Optical Society of

America

OCIS codes: (020.7010) Laser trapping; (190.5650) Raman effect; (020.2070) Effects of collisions.
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Development of the far off-resonant optical dipole traps
(ODTs) has become an important tool in ultra-cold atomic and
molecular physics. ODTs are often used to achieve a high-
density confinement of atoms with minimal perturbation from
the trapping field [1–5]. It has been shown that the extension of
atom storage time in ODTs can be above 130 s [6]. Because
atoms in the higher-energy hyperfine state suffer the hyperfine-
state-changing collisional loss [7,8], one often loads the atoms
prepared in the lower-energy hyperfine state to the ODT.
However, the achievement of high atomic densities at long stor-
age times can still pose experimental challenges when the cost-
efficient multimode fiber lasers are used for trapping [9–11].

The use ofmultimode fiber lasers, with availability of suitable
frequency combinations within the broad bandwidth of the laser
emission profile with small mode separation, can drive the two-
photon Raman transition that optically pumps the population
out of the lower-energy hyperfine state, and leads to a signifi-
cantly increased population of atoms in the higher-energy
hyperfine state [10]. This process is followed by the hyperfine-
state-changing collision back to the lower hyperfine state,
whereby the excess energy is converted into translational motion
of atoms that results in an increased trap loss. In this paper, we

present an optimized strategy toward the achievement of longer
storage times by preparing Rb atoms in the higher-energy hyper-
fine state jF � 2i of the electronic ground state. Under the con-
ditions of our experiment, the storage time of Rb atoms prepared
in the single Zeeman sublevel of jF � 2; m � 2i is better than
that of the lower-energy hyperfine state jF � 1i. With the
atoms only populating in jF � 2; m � 2i, we also demon-
strated that the two-photon Raman transition induced by the
multimode fiber laser can be eliminated.

We used a double magneto-optical trap (MOT) setup for
producing cold 87Rb atoms from the background gas. The ex-
perimental setup consists of a collection MOT and an exper-
imental MOT. The collection MOT can trap about 1.3 × 109

atoms with a lifetime of about 1 s. The vacuum chamber of the
collection MOT is connected to that of the experimental MOT
by a stainless steel transfer tube with an inner diameter of
10 mm and a length of 340 mm, allowing for differential
pumping of both MOTs. We transferred the atoms trapped
in the collection MOT to the experimental MOT by about
200 pulses of a pushing laser beam. After the transfer sequence,
we can trap about 8 × 108 atoms in the experimental MOT at a
temperature of about 300 μK. The lifetime of the trapped
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atoms in the experimental MOT is about 25 s. The atom num-
ber quoted in this paper was calibrated by the optical pumping
measurement [12,13]. Other details of our double MOT setup
can be found in Ref. [12]. The trapping field of our single-
beam ODT is provided by a 10.7 Wmultimode 1064 nm fiber
laser (IPG YLR-10-1064-LP). The laser is linearly polarized
with a polarization extinction ratio better than 17 dB. We used
the method of parametric resonance to measure the beam waist
and trap depth [14,15]. The waist of the focused laser beam is
approximately 27 μm, and the ODT trap depth of up to
850 μK can be achieved. The cold atoms were loaded into
the ODT with two different approaches which will be de-
scribed in the following two paragraphs.

In the first approach, the cold atoms in the MOT were
loaded into the ODT through the procedure of transient dark
MOT [16], which can significantly enhance the atomic density
as compared with the ordinary MOT shown by our previous
work in Ref. [17]. Immediately after the ODT was switched
on, we reduced the intensity of the repumping field from
115 to 2.4 μW∕cm2 at t � 0. This reduction of the repump-
ing field intensity makes most of the atoms distributed in
jF � 1i. In the next 90 ms, the MOT magnetic field gradient
was linearly ramped down to zero, and the MOT trapping field
detuning was linearly shifted from −18 to −35 MHz. When
intending to make the atoms distributed in jF � 1i, we com-
pletely switched off the repumping field at t � 92 ms and
turned off the trapping field 4 ms later, allowing the atoms in
jF � 2i to be optically pumped to jF � 1i by the trapping
field. When intending to make the atoms distributed in
jF � 2i, we reversed the above timing sequence of switching
off the repumping and trapping fields. During the next 40 ms,
all the laser and magnetic fields except the ODT field were
switched off. We released the atoms in the ODT after different
storage time and measured the atom number and temperature
with the time-of-flight absorption image. Note that no mag-
netic field was present during the storage time, and the atoms
should uniformly distribute among the degenerate Zeeman
states. A representative image of cold atom cloud released from
the ODT is shown in Fig. 1(a). Typically, we can trap about
3.4 × 106 (3.0 × 106) atoms with a temperature of 340 μK
(170 μK) in the 10.7 W (5.2 W) ODT.

In the second approach, the cold atoms in the MOT were
loaded into the ODT through the procedure of evaporating

cooling with a time-averaged orbiting potential (TOP) mag-
netic trap [18]. We optically pumped all the atoms into a single
Zeeman state of jF � 2; m � 2i which can be confined in the
minimum of the magnetic field. Details of the atom loading
from the MOT to the TOP trap and the evaporative cooling
procedure with the TOP can be found in Ref. [12]. At the end
of the evaporative cooling process, there were 1.3 × 108 atoms
at a temperature of 60 μK in the TOP trap. The atoms were
then transferred from the TOP to the ODT. To maintain the
population in jF � 2; m � 2i, we added a homogeneous mag-
netic field before switching off the TOP. The homogeneous
magnetic field was increased from 0 to 4.8 G in 100 ms
and kept on during the ODT storage of cold atoms. A repre-
sentative image of a cold atom cloud released from the ODT is
shown in Fig. 1(b). Typically, we can trap about 2.0 × 106

atoms with a temperature of 60 μK in the 5.2 W ODT.
The atoms prepared in all Zeeman states of jF � 2i were

loaded to the ODT from the transient dark MOT. They de-
cayed fast as shown by the blue diamonds in Fig. 2. The storage
time in the figure is defined as the time that the atom number is
decreased by a factor of e−1. Hyperfine-state-changing collisions
can transfer atoms from jF � 2i to jF � 1i [7,8].
Because the energy difference of the two hyperfine levels of
Rb is about 0.3 K, the released kinetic energy after the
collisions is much larger than the trap depth and makes
the atoms escape from the ODT, leading to the trap loss.
The hyperfine-state-changing collision is a two-body process,
and its rate depends on the product of atomic density and
speed. In the experiment, a higher ODT laser power captured
atoms with a slightly larger collision rate. This may explain a
shorter storage time at a larger ODT laser power.

The atoms prepared in all Zeeman states of jF � 1i were
also loaded to the ODT from the transient dark MOT. As com-
pared with the jF � 2i atoms, they decayed much more slowly
as shown by the black circles in Fig. 2. However, two-photon
Raman transitions induced by the multimode fiber laser can
optically pump these atoms from jF � 1i to jF � 2i.
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Fig. 1. Absorption images of atom clouds released from the 5.2 W
ODT after a time-of-flight of 0.1 ms. The color indicates the absorp-
tion depth. (a) The atoms at a temperature of 170 μK loaded into the
ODT from the transient dark MOT and (b) atoms at a temperature of
60 μK loaded into the ODT from the TOP trap. The two images were
taken by different cameras and have separate legends for the calibration
of their signals.

Fig. 2. Storage time of Rb atoms in different hyperfine states as a
function of dipole trap depth. The trap depth is linearly proportional
to the ODT laser power, and a depth of 850 μk is equivalent to a laser
power of 10.7 W. The circular and diamond data points represent
storage times of the atoms prepared in the jF � 1i and jF � 2i states,
respectively.
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These Raman transitions are one-photon far-off-resonant with
respect to the D1 or D2 transition (from j5S1∕2i to j5P1∕2i or
j5P3∕2i) of the wavelength of 795 or 780 nm, where the natural
linewidth of the excited state j5P1∕2i or j5P3∕2i is about
6 MHz, but can be two-photon resonant with respect to
the ground-state hyperfine splitting of 6.835 GHz. To see
whether our 1064 nm multimode fiber laser with a linewidth
of about 0.7 nm or 190 GHz is able to drive the transition, we
measured the mode spacing of the laser. A photodetector
(Thorlabs DET410 with a bandwidth of 70 MHz) was em-
ployed to directly detect a small fraction of the laser power.
We sent the output signal of the detector to a signal/spectrum
analyzer (Agilent N9010A with a bandwidth of 7 GHz).
Figure 3 shows the power spectrum of the fiber laser. In the
spectrum, two adjacent peaks are separated by 3.2 MHz indi-
cating the mode spacing of the laser. The two-photon Raman
transition from jF � 1i to jF � 2i can be induced by pairs of
two laser modes with a frequency difference equal to the hyper-
fine splitting of about 6.835 GHz. Because of the ratio of
6.835 GHz to 3.2 MHz, a change of 1.5 kHz in the mode
spacing corresponds to a change of about 3.2 MHz in the fre-
quency difference of these two modes. As long as the mode
spacing can fluctuate more than 1.5 kHz [19], it is likely that
the multimode fiber laser constantly drove the transition from
jF � 1i to jF � 2i.

The data of black circles in Fig. 2 show that the storage time
of these jF � 1i atoms in the 2.7 W ODT is about 16 times
longer than that in the 10.7WODT. Following the two-photon
Raman transition, the hyperfine-state-changing collision of the
atoms being pumped to jF � 2i results in the trap loss.
Because the ODT field is far detuned such that the Raman tran-
sition rate is much smaller than the hyperfine-state-changing
collision rate, the trap loss rate of these jF � 1i atoms is
determined mainly by the two-photon Raman process. Thus,
the storage time depends on the laser intensity or power of
the ODT significantly, explaining this large difference.

To ensure atoms only populated in the single Zeeman state
of jF � 2; m � 2i, we loaded the atoms to the ODT from the
TOP trap. A homogeneous magnetic field of 4.8 G was applied

during the trapping of the ODT to maintain the magnetic-
dipole polarization of the atomic ensemble. When two atoms
all come from the outermost Zeeman sublevel jF � 2; m � 2i
(or jF � 2; m � −2i), their hyperfine-state-changing collision
is not possible because of conservation of total angular
momentum of the quasi-molecular complex formed by the
two colliding atoms. The black squares in Fig. 4 show the atom
number in the 5.2 W ODT as a function of time, indicating
the storage time is 6.8 s. The storage time of the atoms in the
lower-energy hyperfine state jF � 1i under the same ODT
depth shown in Fig. 2 is 5.5 s. Note that the density of the
atoms in Fig. 4 is higher and the collision rate is larger as com-
pared to those under the same ODT depth in Fig. 2, estimated
from the atom number and temperature. In consideration
of storage time, preparing atoms in the single Zeeman state
jF � 2; m � 2i is better than or comparable to preparing them
in the hyperfine state jF � 1i. As a reference, we also per-
formed the same measurement, except that the magnetic field
was absent during the ODT trapping time. The data from this
measurement have the storage time of 0.3 s as shown by the
blue diamonds in Fig. 4. Without the magnetic field the atoms
were distributed among all degenerate Zeeman states of
jF � 2i in the ODT, and they quickly decayed because of
the hyperfine-state-changing collision.

With the atoms only populating in jF � 2; m � 2i, we per-
formed the following measurement to directly verify whether
the multimode spectral profile of our fiber laser can affect
the storage time. We first set the direction of the ODT laser
polarization parallel to that of the magnetic field. In this
configuration, the laser field only drove the π (or Δm � 0)
transition and was not able to pump the population out of
jF � 2; m � 2i. The storage time measured in such experi-
mental condition is denoted as τ∥. We then set the direction
of the ODT laser polarization perpendicular to that of the
magnetic field. In this configuration, the laser field drove

Fig. 3. Power spectrum of our multimode fiber laser. Each peak in
the spectrum has a linewidth of about 1.8 MHz. The two adjacent
peaks are separated by 3.2 MHz, indicating the mode spacing of
the laser.

Fig. 4. Atom number in the 5.2 WODT as a function of time. The
atoms were prepared in the single Zeeman state of jF � 2; m � 2i
and loaded to the ODT from the TOP trap. The square and diamond
data points are the experimental data with and without the presence of
homogeneous magnetic field of 4.8 G during the ODT trapping time,
respectively. The solid lines are the best fit of exponential decay func-
tion. The decay time constants or storage times of the blue and black
lines are 0.3 and 6.8 s.
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the σ� and σ− (or Δm � �1) transitions and optically
pumped the population from jF�2;m�2i to jF � 2; m �
0i when the two-photon resonance was satisfied. The atoms
in jF � 2; m � 0i enabled the hyperfine-state-changing colli-
sion which caused an additional loss. The storage time mea-
sured in such experimental condition is denoted as τ⊥.
Figure 5 shows the ratio of τ∥ to τ⊥ as a function of the
magnetic field magnitude B. The frequency difference between
the energy levels of jF�2;m�2i and jF�2;m�0i, induced
by a magnetic field of 2.3 G, is equal to the mode spacing of the
fiber laser. At B � 4.6 G, this frequency difference matches
twice the mode spacing. As the match occurs, the two-photon
Raman transitions driven by pairs of the N th and �N � 2�th
laser modes become resonant and, hence, shorten τ⊥.
Experimentally, the ratio of τ∥ to τ⊥ significantly increased
at B � 4.45 G. Considering the uncertainty in the absolute
value of magnetic field magnitude, the difference between
the theoretical and experimental values is acceptable. In the
measurement of τ⊥, the loss of atoms follows the process of
first two-photon Raman transition and then the hyperfine-
state-changing collision. Being much smaller than the collision
rate, the two-photon Raman transition rate determines the
maximum ratio shown in Fig. 5. On the other hand, the hyper-
fine-state-changing collision rate determines the ratio of two
storage times shown in Fig. 4. At other values of B, the
Raman transition was out of the resonance such that τ∥ and
τ⊥ were approximately equal. The data in Fig. 5 are consistent
with the expectation that the two-photon Raman transitions
induced by the multimode fiber laser can shorten the storage
time. As long as atoms are prepared in a single Zeeman state of
jF � 2; m � 2i or jF � 2; m � −2i with a suitable magnetic
field or a laser polarization, these Raman transitions can be
eliminated.

In conclusion, we have experimentally studied the storage
time of the single-beam ODT formed by the multimode fiber
laser. Our results show that losses induced by the hyperfine-
state-changing collisions can be inhibited by preparing atoms

either non-selectively in all Zeeman sublevels m � −1, 0, 1 of
jF � 1i or selectively in the outermost Zeeman sublevels
m � −2 or m � 2 of jF � 2i. Two-photon Raman transitions
induced by multimode fiber lasers can still drive the atoms out
of these states leading to the trap loss, but the associated loss
rates are much smaller than those because of the collisional de-
cay. Importantly, such trap losses can be eliminated altogether
by utilizing the selection rules for two-photon Raman transi-
tions when atoms are prepared in the jF � 2; m � −2i or
jF � 2; m � �2i states, and the laser polarization is chosen
linear and parallel to the magnetic field. Such an arrangement
works regardless of the spectral profile of the multimode fiber
lasers, and it could be used potentially in ODTs formed by
multimode lasers to achieve storage times that are comparable
to those achieved in ODTs formed by single-mode lasers.
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